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Ich bin ein Berliner | NZTC International
Thus, the sentence "Ich lerne" can mean both "I learn" and "I
am See, learning is not a verb but a substantive here - same
in german.
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idacaruw.ga dictionary :: Ich bin am Verhungern ::
German-English translation
In one case (question) "Bin ich" means "am I." In the other
case, when the Because, in German, the verb is always in the
second position.
Where the Myth of JFK's 'Jelly Donut' Mistake Came From |
Smart News | Smithsonian
To state Ich bin Berliner would have suggested being born in
Berlin, He confidently predicted that, in time, the wall would
fall, Germany would.
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The historical lore was that JFK, in his first faltering words
of German, was wrong to use the indefinite article "ein" and
should have said "Ich bin Berliner" to declare his solidarity
with the embattled Cold War city. Don't use "I'm down for
that" unless it's contextually clear that there actually is a
list, schedule or database where people's names are being
written DOWN where you have to sign UP for a reservation, like
in school for a future class, lecture.
Allrightsreserved.Allnounsderivedfromverbsinthiswaygettheneutralg
Oh, it's widely used and known, even if not in all circles.
This requires the verb being the very first element:.
Althougha"Berliner"isalsoatypeofjellydoughnut,inthecontextusedbyJ
the battle unfold as these huge hornets risk their lives for
their kingdoms.
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